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Consumer‘Gas Out planned for Friday
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Groundswell movement urges consumers
to boycott purchasing gas on April 30
originated, most people have
heard of it via "an e-mail from a
friend." Wherever they heard it,
the message has spread.
Bonnie McCluskey, a student
at San Jose State University, said
she received several e-mail messages, about the gas out, from
friends and in turn, sent it out to

By Brandy Sailors
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The Internet, the airwaves and
conversations are abuzz with talk
of the "gas out" the boycotting
of gas stations on April 30.
While it is not known where
the message about the gas out

15 or 20 other people.
Peggy Gomez is a SJSU student who commutes from
Hollister. She said she pays about
$50 to $60 for gas per week and
will not buy gas on Friday.
"It’s worth a try. It’s wrong that
they’ve (the gas stations) all got
together and have taken advantage of the Tosco situation,"
Gomez said.
Gomez said she noticed cheaper stations are now charging the
same for gas as the big name sta-

tions.
The Tosco refinery, near
Martinez, had an explosion and
fire which resulted in a loss of
crude oil, on February 23. A
Chevron refinery in Richmond
had a fire March 25 which also
resulted in crude oil loss.
Some people are blaming these
two incidents for the higher gas
prices.
Paul Marshall, a linguistics
major at SJSU, said he has talked
to his family in Texas and Hawaii,

and prices are up there as well.
"I don’t buy that the (tosco) fire
is responsible for high prices
everywhere. Crude oil is cheap or
comparable to last year’s prices,"
Marshall said.
Sean Swensson, an industrial
design major, said he heard about
the gas out on the radio but will
not make a special effort to avoid
the gas station. He said the situation will correct itself, so he wasn’t
going to concern himself with it.
"We lost refineries. These prob-
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lems happen," said Swensson.
Steve Bartnek, the site manager of Chevron on the corner of
Redmond Avenue and Almaden
Expressway, heard about the gas
out scheduled for Friday on the
Internet.
"It’s not going to work, people
will just buy gas on Thursday or
Saturday. It’s not going to impact
gas companies, they have deep
pockets. It’s going to impact the

See Gas Out, page 8
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San Jose State University students, from a West Africa drum culture class and a
West African drums class. perform a traditional African dance during their class activ-

Caret checks out disabled accessibility
By Laurie Phillips
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Although the crisis in Kosovo
is thousands of miles away, some
students at San Jose State
University are finding ways to
lend a helping hand through
"Hunger Awareness Week."
Twenty student volunteers
from the Campus Crusade for
American
Asian
Christ,
Christian Fellowship and San
Jose Christian College have organized the event to educate students about world hunger, and to
accept donations for the hundreds of thousands of ethnic
Albanians who have fled Kosovo
for the impoverished countries of
Macedonia, Montenegro and
Albania in the last few weeks.
Hunger Awareness Week
kicked off Monday with a performancelFan the Campus Crusade
Band and a talk by Shakeh
Giragossian, who compared her
childhood experiences from the
war in Iran to the war in
Yugoslavia.
Student volunteers, in association with World Vision, a
Christian international relief
and development agency, will be
taking donations at a table outside of4goe student union from 9
a.m to 3 p.m for the duration of
the week.

A wheelchair or a learning disability should not prevent students from getting a college education.
That was the consensus
Tuesday at the second annual disability accessibility discussion
and campus tour. During the tour
20 people, including administrators and students, joined San Jose
State University President Robert
Caret for a look at challenges disabled students face and the
improvements made to campus
facilities for their benefit.
"Learning disabled students
don’t develop physical barriers,
they develop environmental barriers," said Joan Kilbourne, learning disabilities coordinator at the
Disability Resource Center on
campus. Since it takes these students more time to process information, she said they may feel lost
in lectures and have to read something three times to completely
understand it.
"They may be the only students
that actually read the textbook,"
she joked, as her words were
interpreted through sign language by a woman sitting at the
front of the room.
After viewing a video in the
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Costanoan Room of the Student
Union which showed the frustration instructors typically feel with
disabled students, the group saw
how behavior reflects the processing of information, not the intelligence of the individual processing
it. Disabled students may be easily distracted, which makes it hard
for them to focus on an entire lecture.
Yolanda Porrata, one of the student interns to Caret and organizer of the event, said building
accessibility, or lack of it, keeps
students with mobility impairments from participating in some
class activities. She provided the
example of a student in a meteorology class who could not climb to
a rooftop to hear a lecture.
Doors present another problem, students attested. Senior
Travis Casper, who uses a walker,
told Caret he uses it to "bust
through" doors, but the doors are
often too heavy. He demonstrated
this while touring campus buildings.
"Look," he aaid, holding a
Duncan Hall door open with one
hand and his walker in the other.
"In order to push them (the doors)
open, you’re using a lot more energy than you should
especially
for a disabled student."
Casper said some of his friends
without disabilities have voiced

the same complaint.
More than 90 percent of campus buildings now have electric
doors and push buttons that open
them, said Marty Schulter, director of the SJSU Disability
Resource Center. Those fixtures
are not required under the
Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990 the document that sets
building guidelines to accommodate people with disabilities
but the campus installed them
anyway.
"It’s not legally required by the
ADA, but we felt we had to go the
extra step," Schulter said.
The $3 million spent annually
on campus modifications is split
equally between two sources:
State money earmarked for maintenance and money earned on
money saved, Caret said. He
thought that amount is "bare minimum" to be spent on a campus of
this size. Caret added it is an
improvement over the $200,000
SJSU allotted when he first
arrived in 1995.
The presence of the electronic
devices on the doors doesn’t mean
they always work, said Cindy
Marota, associate director of the
Resource Center.
Disability
Apparently students often slam
the doors, which can cause the
motors above them to break.
When the doors don’t work, stu-
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dents who need them wait outside
a building for someone else to
physically open the door.
Waiting could prove to be a
problem especially if help doesn’t come.
Schulter said students also rely
on elevators to get to higher floors
in buildings, but the elevators
don’t always work. That has been
a problem particularly at the 10th
Street parking garage, where
wheelchair users often wait for
elevators that don’t come.
Those elevators will need to
work when departments are
moved to the bottom floor of the
garage, Schulter said. All handicapped parking spaces are currently on the garage’s first floor, so
disabled students will need to
park on higher floors when the
construction begins on the joint
library between SJSU and the
city of San Jose.
’When the bottom floor of 10th
Street (ia) gone, well have to rely
on those elevators," said Schulter,
who uses a wheelchair.
Marota said part of the problem lies in understanding. The
Disability Resource Center purchimed a limited amount of
ergonomic chairs for students
needing accommodations, but
they seem to move. One chair
ended up in a faculty office, while

See Caret, page 8

Franchesca Esquibel/Spartan Daily
President Robert Caret; Megan Anderson, a student intem; Martin
Schutter, Disability Resource Center Director; and Gabe Reyes (from
left to right) assistant to the president for campus climate tour the
industrial studies building during the disability accessibility campus
tour Tuesday.
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Religious Tan’atics should leave real ones alone
Goths not to blame
for recent violence
IU-WIRE) SYRACUSE, N.Y. New York’s schools
reopened Monday after spring vacation. After a week
of hearing reports of destruction in a Colorado high
school cafetena and library, students are now eating
lunch in their own cafeteria. reading in their own
library.
The weighing uneasiness that Columbine’s
tragedy could have been any American school’s meant
many changes for returning students. Tensions ran
high as the school day began. School administrators
eagerly clamped down on security, restricting
entrances to one doonvay, signing in visitors and
adding secunty guards.
They spoke to staff about looking out for students
who display the warning signs that were so dearly
present in the lives of gunmen Eric Harris and Dylan
Klebold:aggression, seclusion and a taste for violence.
But in this newly found devotion to safety, there
was also a tendency to react on a very basic level to
the killings by going after the trappings of what
administrators have lumped into to one group of dangerous delinquents, the so-called ’Goths."
Harris and Klebold have been type cast into a mold
that can be found in varying degrees around the country. They wore black T-shirts and trenchcoats. They
listened to ICMFDM and played Quake.
Students who fit these general descriptions found
themselves called to the principal’s office or sent
home to change Monday. At Rush-Henrietta High
School in Rochester, school administrators banned
trenchcoats.
In the drive to make sure the Littleton killings
never happen again, kids who seek out non-conformity may be forced to conform. It is important to realize
that by uniformly rejecting these people for superficial reasons, they fall prey to the same logic that
Harris and Klebold employed. Administrators singled
out and distanced those who might be most in need of
acceptance.
True security will come when teachers and parents
start paying closer attention to what children do and
say, not what they wear.

Thanks to some generous friends of mine, I’ve
been able to attend some Sharks games
recently.
I was grateful, not only because I know the tickets are hard to come by, but also because I’ve
never been to a hockey game.
The first one was what I would guess a normal
professional hockey gaine would be like. The
Sharks tied the Anahiem Mighty Ducks, with a lot
of screaming, yelling cheering fans in between.
The second game, however, was quite different.
I was traumatized before the game even started.
Upon approaching the arena, my attention was
drawn to two men yelling into bullhorns and toting large signs.
"You’re all going to hell, people," they hollered
in unison. "You will burn in hell."
Their signs listed just what people they were
addressing: Fornicators, masturbators, drunkards
and the like the list seemed endless.
I really tried to resist the urge to write this column about them for several reasons.
First, the last thing I want to do is give these
worthless people anymore attention. I don’t want
them to think they were successful in their
attempt to affect us "sinners."
Second, I really don’t want any more of my
Christian buddies on campus to send me yet more
letters informing me how wrong I am my perthe scholar
sonal favorite was the most recent
suggested I’m getting "ignoranter."
And also, I’m determined to write at least one
happy, feel-good column about flowers and bunnies before this semester is over.
This is not it.
Let me say once again, Christians are great.

"Some people feel very strongly about warning
people, while others think it’s more powerful to
present the love of God," she said.
Gail said they’re warning us of the consequences of sin, and it’s analogous to seeing a person in a burning building and screaming out to
warn him.
Well, I’d like to warn those men from the arena
in terms they might understand just how
inappropriate it is to belittle and intimidate families attending a hockey game.
Romans 10:2-3 "For I bear them witness that
they have a zeal for God, but not according to
Although I may not always agree with them, I knowledge. For they being ignorant of God’s righteousness, and seeking to establish their own rightrespect them.
I am not criticizing religious people I’m crit- eousness, have not submitted to the righteousness
icizing the ones that get in my face with their of God."
And I have a suggestion for them.
superior attitude. I’m criticizing the ones that
Ephesians 4:31-32 "Let all bitterness, wrath,
judge me and others because we’re not like them.
I’m criticizing the ones that use bullhorns and anger, clamor, and evil speaking be put away from
you, with all malice. And be kind to one another,
brimstone to spread the word.
I even respected the first amendment rights of tenderhearted, forgiving one another, just as God
the ignorant people who thought they were serv- in Christ forgave you."
Maybe it would be a good idea for them to worry
ing God by screaming viciously at hockey fans.
I waited for the appropriate format to express about their own forgiveness. They’ve got to be losmy opinion, instead of immediately joining hands ing good Christian points by harassing people,
with my group of friends and singing Kum Ba Ya especially when there’s at least one thing more
important than forgiveness.
to mock them, as my boyfriend suggested.
Peter 4:8 "And above all things have fervent
Rather than just bash them to the best of my
ability, I wanted to better understand what makes love for one another, for ’love will cover a multitude of sins.’"
people be so self-righteous.
Margaret 4:29 Love, without judging, even
So, I called a local Christian organization and
people who are not like you and don’t share your
talked to "Gail."
Gail said her church doesn’t participate in or beliefs, and even those who. go to hockey games.
encourage such behavior, but she gave me a clearMargaret Bethel is a Spartan Daily copy editor
er perspective.
"Congeniality Not Included’ appears every Thursday.

Senseless deaths
need not happen
if signs are seen
Melissa Matchak
S TAFF WRITER

Correction
In the April 28 issue of the Spartan
Daily, the tribe of 5,000 indigenous
people should have been referred
to as Colombian.
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Today
"All My Sons"
The Theatre Arts department
will present the play at 7 p.m. at
the University Theatre, Hugh
Gillis Hall. For more information,
call Mary Gibboney at 924-4555.
The Listening Hour Weekly
Concert Series
The San Jose State University
Concert Choir and Choraliers will
perform folk songs from around
the world from 12:30 to 1:15 p.m.
in the Music building Concert
Hall. For more information, call
Joan Stubbe at 924-4631.
Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design
will show student art from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Science buildings. For more information, call Scott or Jenny at 9244330
Art Display
The Frances Gulland Child
Development Center will display
photos, woodwork and paintings in
the main entrance of Timer Hall
throughout the month of April to
celebrate the "Month of the Young
Child." For more information, call
Fran Roth or Leslie Carter at 9246988.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Movie
Night
Movie night and discussion at
7:30 p.m. in Joe West Hall, 2nd
Floor Lounge. For more information, call Lavena Williams at 9247909.
Prse Movie
Sigma Alpha Mu will screen
’One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest"
and "China Town" with Jack
Nicholson at 7:30 p.m. in the old
science
building,
room
142.
Everyone welcome. For more information, call Tim at ^24-3274.

Spari a Guide
International Relations
Association
Discussion on democracy end
the Asian financial crisis in China
at 3 p m. in MacQuarrie Hall, room
323. For more information, call
Dana at 241-6105.
A Night of Concertos
The San Jose State University
Chamber Orchestra will perform
at 7.30 p.m. at the Spartan
Memorial. For more information,
call Jun Nakabayashi at 924-4647.
Hunger Awareness Week
Campus Ministries will be
accepting donations for Kosovo
refugees from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in
front of the Student Union. For
more information, call Eddie at
294-4249.

Friday

Employer-Hosted Practice
Interviews for All Majors
The Career Center will hold a
workshop from 1 to 4 p.m
Interested students should sign up
in building F. For more information, call the Career Resource
Center at 924-6033.
Chinese Campus Fellowship
Talent show from 2:30 to 4:30
p.m. in the Almaden Room,
Student Union. For more information, call 298-4693.
Hunger Awareness Week
Campus Ministriee will host
the "Third Floor Thursday" band
and a speaker from "Vi7orld Vision"
from noon to 1 p.m. Donations will
also be accepted for victims of
Kosovo in front of the Student
Union Ampitheatre. For more
information, call Eddie at 2944249.

Friday Prayer
The
Muslim
Student
Association will hold prayer service from 1 to 1:45 p.m. in the
Costanoan Room, Student Union.
For more information, call Emal
Numan at 971-8347.

Alpha Kappa Alpha
Bowling with the Alphas start
ing at 8 p.m. at the Bowling
Center, Student Union. For more
information, call Lavena
at 924-7909.

"All My Sons"
The Theatre Arta department
will present the play at 7 p.m. at
the University Theatre. Hugh
Gillis Hall. For more information,
call Mary Gibboney at 924-4655.

Art Display
The Frances Gulland Child
Development Center will display
photos. woodwork and paintings in
the main entrance of lbwer Hall
throughout the month of April to
celebrate the ’Month of the Young
Child." For more information, call
Fran Roth or Leslie Carter at 9246988.

Support Group
Counseling services will hold a
support group for students taking
or considering taking medication
for depression. anxiety, etc from 3
to 4:30 p.m. in the administration
building, room 269. For more information, call Jill Steinberg or
Denise Hadley at 924-5910
Chinese Mandarin Bible
Fellowship
A special rpealter will talk
;ilenit life sharing from 2:30 to 4:30
in in the Montalvo Room,
Student Union For more information, call Joyce at 993-8006

Sparta Guide is _provided free
charge to students, faculty nnd staff
The deadline for entries is noon, three
days before desired publication date
Entry Prins are available in the
Spartan Daily Office. Space restric
tions may require editing of Ntihrni,
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A,,,,r the recent
in
tragedy
Colorado, the country is asking the question,
how can this be prevented
from happening again? As
with any incident involving death, my first
thought is about the families of those who died.
Fifteen families lost a child after the shootings in
Littleton. My heart aches for those parents, even
those of the two boys responsible for the deaths.
Almost five years ago, I lost an aunt to suicide
and I have experienced the affects of death on a family. I watched as my grandparents and their remaining five children mourned the loss.
The family believes it was alcoholism, in combination with suspected mental problems most likely manic depression that led to her unexpected
death.
My grandparents still have five children and six
grandchildren, but none can replace the loss of their
youngest daughter.
These are both examples of senseless deaths,
which leave families asking many questions while
dealing with their loss.
When people kill themselves or others, the blame
usually falls on their parents, violence on TV and
video games. The blame should fall on society as a
whole.
According to the American Academy of Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry, 60 percent of teen deaths by
suicide involve the use of a handgun.
Every day, 10 children in America age 18 or
younger are killed in handgun suicides, homicides
and accidents.
American society is fascinated by violence.
Our morbid curiosity causes traffic jams and has
us sitting around looking for every gory detail we
can gather to discuss over dinner.
Aftenvard, we shake our heads and cry about how
terrible death is and then go on with our desensitized lives.
America’s children see more than 45 acts of violence on TV every day, most involving handguns,
according to the American Academy of Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry. An estimated 400 thousand
youngsters carried handguns to school in 1987.
Our society can help children and prevent such
tragic events from happening.
There are many places people can call for help,
such as the Youth Crisis Hotline and the Suicide
Prevention and Crisis Call Center.
We need to be aware of and reach out to those who
need help.
According to the Youth Suicide Prevention
Program resource guide, many youth suicide prevention programs ranging from general education
about suicide to crisis center hotlines have been
incorporated in some high school health programs.
Four high schools in Rhode Island have adopted
such programs. Studies found that participants in
the programs were less likely to believe that social
withdrawal was an effective way to solve problems
and were less apt to report engaging in wishful
thinking or blaming others when encountering problems. They had also increased their knowledge about
suicide and suicide warning signals.
.
Perhaps the rest of the country should start educating students about suicide and the warning signs.
Students should be educated about depression and
mental health instead of sitting in high school
health classes learning about the differences
between the bodies of little boys and girls.
We argue for more gun control, less violence in
video games and on TV.
We should also focus on helping children as they
muddle through the confusing, emotional period of
adolescence.
Perhaps if they were nurtured and accepted no
matter what their quirks are, incidents like the
deaths in Colorado could eventually be a thing of the
past.
Melissa Matchak is a Spartan Daily staff writer
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and beliefs of all members of our
society. As witnessed in the April
22 article, she not only disrespects, but insults conservative
republicans
and
Christian
"extremists."
Although I fit both of these
stereotypes, I will not "intellectually arouse" Ms. Bethel nnce her
comments do not "piss me off."
I will not push my beliefs on
her.
I will not try to persuade her to
realize the fault in taking joy from
Dan Quayle’s foibles, and I will

not explain why she is incorrect in
taking offense to the statement
from the Jubilee Newspaper.
There is not enough room in
the Spartan Daily for such an
effort. I am only saddened by her
attacks. Her open disrespect
toward these groups refutes the
goals of being diverse.
They are the perfect example of
why she did not receive a
"Diversity Award."
James R. Carleton
art & design

Housing services staff deserves recognition
After more than two weeks
of coverage of the housing
program here on campus, I
wanted to thank the Spartan
Daily for highlighting the importance of convenient, attractive
and affordable housing at San
Jose State University.
Although some of the articles
were subjective, including misleading or erroneous information,
overall, I am pleased with the
exposure of the residential experience.
It is a constant goal for us to
improve, and so feedback is welcomed.
I would like to publicly thank
and highlight the many hard

working staff members with
University Housing Services and
Spartan Shops Dining Commons
that were missed in all of this coverage. The housing staff (custodial, maintenance, grounds, administrative, technology, residential
life and management) work long
hours to provide quality programs
and services possible.
Resident advisors and peer
advisors, hall government and the
Inter-Residence Hall Association
take their responsibilities seriously, providing a rich and supportive living and learning community.
Charles Black and the Dining
Commons staff go out of their way

to provide nutritious and appealing meals based on resident feedback and requests.
They provide a warm, inviting
environment that is seldom
matched in university dining
facilities.
It is important not to overlook
all of the positive things that
make up the residential experience.
I invite the Spartan Daily to
cover these stories as time permits.
Susan Hansen
Director
SJSU university
housing services

Materialists as spiritual as other people
article "Religion a source
The
of pride, should not be hidden" on April 26th, misrepresents the philosophical concept
of Materialism.
Materialism, clearly defined, is
the belief that there is only one
substance that makes up the universe as opposed to the dualistic
belief that there is a physical and
non-physical component to the
universe.
The term should not be confused as it often is with the obses-

sive behavior to obtain material
objects.
A materialist can be just as
spiritual, pantheist feelings
towards nature, for example, as
someone who believes in concepts
such as the soul.
Contrary to what the author
has stated, materialism is a view
held by a very small percentage of
the population, for it is seen as
immoral and base.
Persecution is equally common
for theist and non-theist alike and

Grants story
omitted one
professor

Christian extremists’ views
need to be also recognized

front page article on
your
SJSU faculty teaching and
researching abroad on
Fulbright grants failed to mention Professor George Vasquez of
the history department, currently in Peru on his second
Fulbright.
The history department has
had many such awardees over
the years, and we are glad to see
that faculty from other departments are participating in this
fine program.

is in response to
This
Margaret Bethel’s column
on April 22nd regarding
Christians.
I’m just a sinner telling another sinner where forgiveness can
be found: At the cross of Jesus
Christ, the Son of God. (Good
Friday for us, Bad Friday for
him)

even tolerance isn’t the answer;
tolerance equates to seeing your
absolutist view as a superior
while allowing others to hold their
view. Learn from each other’s
beliefs and adopt what you like
and respect what you don’t.
Ultimately, I praise the author
for stressing the issue to be proud
of your beliefs and not to feel like
you have to hide them.
Chris Schmidt
industrial design

P.S. The way you feel about
Christian Extremists is similar
to the way I feel about politically
correct people who turn B.C.
(Before Christ) into B.C.E.
(Before Common Era).
Lawrence E. Miller
SJSU Alumnus
criminal justice

The SJSU faculty
and staff learned who
writes the horoscopes
and proceeded to beat
the living tar out of the
Spartan Daily soothsayer. But, our wnter
heals quickly and will
be back next Thursday.

David McNeil
department chair
history
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Short courses, workshops,
seminars, and institutes
begin throughout the
summer. No formal
admission.Telephone
registration begins May 3.
Write or call for your free
summer session bulletin:

0
GON

1999 Summer Session
. 333-K Oregon Hall
1279 University of Oregon
Eugene OR 97403-1279
(541) 346-3475; 1 (800) 524-2404

Book Your Summer in Oregon
http:/ /uosummenuoregon.edu

New Year’s

Carter award

LAS VEGAS (AP)
Barbara
Streisand, who christened the
MGM Grand Garden more than
five years ago, is scheduled to
return on New Year’s Eve to usher
in the millennium with a rare
public performance.
Tickets will range from $500 to
$2,500 and will go on sale
Saturday.
Ms. Streisand appeared at the
13,000-seat arena for two New
Year’s shows just two weeks after
the MGM Grand hotel -casino
opened in 1993. Those were her
first public performances for pay
in nearly three decades, said her
manager, Martin Erlichman.

Osmonds live
LOS ANGELES (AP) There
they are: new Miss America hosts
Donny and Marie Osmond.
The brother and sister act will
replace last year’s hosts, Boomer
Esiason and Meredith Vieira,
pageant officials said Tuesday.
The Osmonds, popular TV and
concert performers in the ’70s and
’80s. reunited last fall for a syndicated talk show.
The pageant has had a rapid
turnover of hosts following Bert
Parks’ quarter-century reign,
which er.ded in 1980.
Parks was best known for serenading Miss America winners
with the trademark anthem,
"There She Is." He died of lung
cancer in 1992 at age 77.
The 79th annual Miss America
Pageant, dubbed Miss America
2000, will be broadcast live from
Atlantic City, N.J., on ABC on
Sept. 18.

Gere chats
MAZDA, Macedonia (AP) A
refugee got an autograph
Wednesday and Richard Gere got
a firsthand look at a camp holding
ethnic Albanians driven from
Kosovo.
The actor, known for his support of Tibet’s struggle against
China, plans to spend three days
in Macedonia talking with relief
officials and visiting some of the
places where more than 135,000
people have talcen refuge since
last month.
"I support many humanitarifui
causes. I’m just trying to find out
what’s happening for myself,"
Gere said after a brief stop in the
largest refugee carnp, about six
miles north of Skopje. "If there’s
any way to help then I’ll do it."
He chatted with a refugee
named Skender, who received an
autograph and became Gere’s
unofficial interpreter.
’What is the biggest problem
here? Food, water?" Gere asked.
"Lots of mud," Skender said.

Poet cancels
LANCASTER, Pa. (AP)
Maya Angelou, recovering from
pneumonia, has canceled two
appearances this week.
The 70-year-old poet was to
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speak Thursday night at the
Strand Theatre in Lancaster. She
also canceled an appearance
Monday at Minnesota State
University in Mankato.
Ms. Angelou was hospitalized
over the weekend and was resting
at home in Winston-Salem, N.C.,
her agent said.

Atu

Complete diversity recognizes all groups
writing in response to the
Iam
article by Margaret Bethel in
the April 22 edition of the
Spartful Daily .
I believe Ms. Bethel was incorrect in her assessment of why she
did not receive a "Diversity
Award." Masturbation was not
the deciding factor.
If the award judges have read
Ms. Bethel’s articles, it is plain to
see "diversity" is not in her
nature.
Diversity includes respecting
the different cultures, religions
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If you are
what you eat,
why not cut
back on fat?
Hot Fun in the Summertime
Well maybe not so hot if you don’t
have any MONEY!

ATLANTA (AP!
Former
President Carter, his wife,
Rosalynn, and the Carter Center
have been honored for their efforts
at promoting world peace.
The couple on Tuesday night
received the inaugural Delta Prize
for Global Understanding, created
by the University of Georgia with
a grant from Delta Air Lines.
"It is very difficult to wage
peace," said Carter, whose center
promotes human rights, democracy and health programs around
the world. "It is slow, tedious, frustrating, often unsuccessful and
rarely publicized. War is very successful and very popular disturbingly so."
The award includes a $10,000
cash prize.

Earth Day
STAFFORD (AP)
Joan Baez
and Bonnie Raitt were hoisted up
a 180-foot redwood to honor an
envirorunental activist who has
lived atop the tree for more than a
year.
The two singers climbed a
steep, two-mile mountain on April
22 Earth Day
and reached
Julia "Butterfly" Hill’s plywood
perch with the help of a pulley
system.
The singers serenaded Hill,
and she responded by reading a
poem she wrote about snow They
chatted for about 30 minutes as a
filmmaker preserved the meeting
on video.
"To experience Julia’s commitment and love for these forests in
person was a life-changing event,"
Raitt said. "She was literally shining."
Baez added, "Visiting Julia
Butterfly was one of the most
remarkable experiences of my
life."
Hill has lived atop the ancient
tree for nearly 1 1/2 years without
touching the ground to protest logging of ancient redwood trees 250
miles north of San Francisco.

Ad ban in NY
NEW YORK (AP) The New
York
Times
announced
Wednesday it plans to rid its
pages of all advertisements for
cigarettes, cigars, and other tobacco products because of the harmful effects of smoking.
"VVe don’t want to expose our
readers to advertising that may
be dangerous to their health,"
New York Times Co. spokeswoman Nancy Nielsen said.
The ban will take effect
Saturday.
Tobacco advertising accounted
for less than 1 percent of the
newspaper’s $1 billion in ad revenue last year. More than a dozen
other U.S. newspapers refuse to
publish tobacco ads.
The Seattle Times refuses ads
for tobacco, handguns and pornographic movies, while The News
& Observer of Raleigh, N.C.,
refuses ads for bingo, fortune
tellers and 900 telephone num-

bers, according to the industry’s
Editor & Publisher International
Yearbook.
Mark Smith, a spokesman for
tobacco company Brown &
Williamson, criticized the Times’
decision, saying the new policy is
"pathetic.’
"Isn’t it ironic that a publication that trumpets freedom of the
press would trample on the freedom of commercial expression?"
he said.
Times publisher Arthur O.
Sulzberger Jr. said the First
Amendment gives the. press the
right to publish what it chooses.
"It doesn’t force the press to
publish something, whether that’s
a news story or an advertisement,"
he said.
The Times likely has already
run its last cigarette ad.
A full-page color ad for Carlton
cigarettes ran Monde- -.nd no others were scheduled before the ban
takes effect.
The Times, which also shuns
ads for handguns and tear gaa,
will continue to accept tobacco
company ads that don’t promote
smoking, such as those for industry-sponsored festivals.
Last year, the tobacco industry
reached a $206 billion deal with
46 states that had sued to recover
health costs associated with smoking.
The deal bans outdoor cigarette
ads and forbids ads targeting children.

Records lost
WASCO (AP)
Inmates
obtained confidential information
on Wasco State Prison guards,
including addresses and Social
Security numbers, because of
sloppy recordkeeping, officer representatives charged Wednesday.
Personal data on the guards
was kept in an unsecure area of
the prison and it fell into the
hands of prisoners, who funneled
the records to street gangs, the
California Correctional Peace
Officers Association said.
Tipton Kindel, spokesman for
the California Department of
Corrections, conceded records
were in EUS area where inmates
had access, but there was no evidence the data got into the hands
of prisoners.
The..cinion, representing 650
officers at Wasco and more than
27,00Q_ statewide, fears the personal information will be used to
retaliate against the prison officers and their families, association spokesman Darin Standiford
said.
At least two hit lists have been
found, along with telephone numbers and addresses of officers, at
the maximum-security Wasco
prison, which has 6,023 inmates,
he claimed. The San Joaquin
Valley prison is 20 miles north of
Bakersfield.
"This information has always
been deemed extremely confidential to the public and especially to
the
criminal
offenders,"
Standiford said.
Kindel said he had no evidence
that hit lists were located or that
information was turned over to
street thugs.
"We found that there were
some records being kept in an isolated area of the warden’s office
where some inmates would have
had access," Kindel said. "But
there were no records found in
cells."

Quotefor the Daily
"The word ’genius’ isn’t applicable in football.
A genius is a guy like Norman Einstein."
Joe Theisman
former football quarterback, current sports analyst
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Connery caught in a ’trap’

& COMING

By D. S. Perez
StqffWriter

No more Rolling Stones, Alanis Morrissette and Metallica
I’m tired of writing about the crap that sells. It’s time to start
respecting the musicians who will never make it on prime-time
MTV or get inducted into the rock ’n’ roll hall of fame. This week
is dedicated to the bands that slave playing in garages, have no
fans, play to break even and can write a good song about sniffing
glue.
Thursday, April 29
Man or
Astroman? While it is a relevant
question, it’s also the mune of an
intriguing band. With a surf
garage sound and strange lyrics
revolving around outer space, the
Georgian band will play tht.
Fillmore it should fit in well in
San Francisco, where if extraterrestrial life exists on this planet, it’s
there.
Techno, big-beat, trip-hop, electronica, ambient sure, and
even add a guitar player and vocalist, roll all of these labels in
one, and you have Underworld. Best known for the song "Born
Slippery" from the Trainspotting" movie soundtrack, the electronic band will transform the Warfield in San Francisco into a
haven for ravers and ecstasy peddlers. Just don’t be lame and
wear a "Cat in the Hat" hat while dancing the cabbage patch.
Here’s some fresh talent for a rotting music scene: The
Forgotten, Stunt Monkey, Swerver, Nein, Amazon Mollies,
Cash Landing and Dredg will perform at the Edge in Palo Alto
for Sully’s Last Ride!, a farewell t,o the Edge’s concert promoter,
Michael Sullivan. Don’t ask me what these bands sound like. I
told you they’re fresh. For all I know, they formed yesterday.
Saturday, May 1 Love them or hate them, NoFX was
doing that pop punk thing when Bad Religion was the premiere
underground punk band and the guys in Blink 182 were shuffling
through their New Kids on the Block and Vanilla Ice records. The
band deserves credit for sticking around on the scene, playing ratinfested clubs and maintaining a snotty, immature punk attitude
into their 30s when peers are going corporate. NoFX plays the
Maritime Hall in San Francisco.
Sunday, May 2 If it wasn’t for N.W.A. mid Public Enemy,
Biz Markie would’ve reigned supreme in the late ’80s rap community. The breaks just weren’t there for this rhyming genius,
though. It’s a crying shame, too a moment of silence, please.
But maybe that’s a good thing because now you can see him
perform at a dingy club instead of broke and pathetic like M.C.
Hammer. Check out the master rule at The Usual.
Tuesday, May 4 Biz Markie’s influence on hip-hop will be
apparent when the young masters take the Usual’s stage and
duke it out with the vinyl during the "KSJS Battle of the DJs."
A brief lesson: KSJS is our school’s radio station a lot of people
don’t know this. Anyway, the performers will represent the station and compete in DJing, chopping up beats on a turntable.
There should be some good competition, but only if Biz Markie
doesn’t show up. If the Biz makes an appearance, it’s over.

Movie Review

Entrapment is by definition when the law
baits a person to commit a crime.
The movie "Entrapment," however, is a setup by Hollywood to check out a weak suspense
movie, featuring Catherine Zeta-Jones and
Sean Connery, two of moviedom’s sexiest figures.
The film has Zeta-Jones as Gin, an investigator at an insurance company who is hot on
the trail of Mac, the world’s top art burglar,
played by Connery.
Gin opts to go undercover and convince Mac
into stealing a Chinese mask that is touring
Great Britain. However, Gin isn’t who she
seems and has other motives on her mind
such as learning new tricks from the master,
because Gin herself is a burglar.
While this plot sounds good, it is sex that
keeps this movie from progressing.
What kills this movie isn’t the script, but
bad decisions on the filmmakers’ part that

keep "Entrapment" from becoming a good suspense movie.
Instead of focusing on a plot where each
character has a secret agenda up their sleeve,
where no one is who they appear to be, the
audience is treated to tease shots from ZetaJones and a "will they have sex?" question concerning her and Connery.
For instance, when Gin is limberly snealcing through a room crisscrossed with a laser
beam alarm system, the camera focuses on her
heavy breathing, sexy motions and slinky outfit that shows off her curves, rather than on
the suspense of going through a trap in under
three minutes.
In short, the suspense sequence ends up
becoming a segment that would easily make
the new edition of "Kama Sutra" or improve
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Catherine Zeta-Jones (left) and Sean Connery aren’t in a European biker

gang. They play burglars in the movie "Entrapment."

any strip dancer’s repertoire.
Don’t expect this movie to make a killing off
nudity only half of Zeta-Jones rump and her
back are shown. It’s an impressive tease, but it
turns the movie from a suspense thriller to
just another campy flick.
On the positive side, Ving Rhames co-stars
as a mysterious associate of Mac’s. Rhames
definitely steals the movie, especially in a
scene where he delivers a bunch of technical
toys and a bad mofo attitude a la Q from
Cannery’s Jiunes Bond days.
Rhames even takes a jab at Zeta-Jones’ sexploitation, mentioning to the abstinent Mac
that she would look really good in a tight size
four dress.
As for Connery, it is a regret to report that
this movie shows Cannery’s days as a sexy
hero are coming to a close.
Like retired action stars Charles Bronson
and fellow Bond alum Roger Moore, Connery
is up in age where he is too old to be a convincing hero.
But he isn’t relying on a ton of makeup and
stunt men, at least.
There’s even a line in the film that goes,
"He’s 60 years old. He ain’t Spiderman anymore."
However, the script has Connery being an
adviser to Zeta-Jones’ burglar character, and
when he
he isn’t in too many action scenes
is, he appears to be out-of-breath. This is good
realism.
Cannery’s Mac also has a nice edge to him,
especially while he is unsure of Gin’s motives.
These scenes show that 10 years ago, Connery
would have made a real good villain.
Despite Rhames scene stealing and
Cannery’s aura, the movie can’t be saved.
Because Zeta-Jones isn’t ready to carry the
weight of a movie and the film’s premature climax, "Entrapment" falls flat.
Fortunately, moviegoers can leave with a
good taste in their mouth Mac, who is old
enough to be Gin’s grandfather refuses to have
sex with her.
The story claims that Mac refuses to allow
business partners from getting personal, but it
might be the foresight of screenwriters who
saw the bad taste that might result.
"Entrapment" isn’t a total waste of time,
but unlike Zeta-Jones curves, it can’t "entrap"
your attention.
It isn’t the best or worst of Cannery’s
work, and it won’t be the last we see of ZetaJones.

Gettin’ tuned up

ENTER 10 WIN

A FULLY PAID TRIP TO THE HOTTEST
MUSIC FESTIVAL IN ALL OF EUROPE

wochesea Fsywhel/Spartan Datly
John Shaw III (right) and Chris Reckten (lett) help set up the stage and instruments for the Faith
Hill concert Wednesday afternoon. Shaw is responsible for tuning the guitars, and Reckten is a
stagehand.
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Classic animation
draws jubilation
By Lance Swanson
Ste-Writer

Lance’s
Pick
of the Week

11.1

The wonders of the animated
short film world are brought to
light in "Spike and Mike’s Classic
Festival of Animation," which
brings 17 terrific, award-winning
shorts to the Towne Theatre in
San Jose for a month-long engagement.
Don’t confuse this high-tech
cartoim festival with Spike and
Mike’s other animation festival,
which uses the title "Sick and
Twisted" and is intended for
adults only.
Their "Classic Festival of
Animation," which is acceptable
for all ages, is a completely different show with 15 premieres from
around the world.
For purposes of nostalgia, they
also bring along two modem animation classics, "Balance," an
Oscar winner for Best Animated
Short, as well as "Bambi Meets
Godzilla," which was originally
seen in 1969.
Here’s a short look at each of
the 15 premieres:
"Pings" (France)
"Pings" is a hilarious, colorful
look at a penguin mother and her
three chicks as they live on a
block of ice on the ocean. As the
chicks make more and more noise,
their mother starts t,o kick them,
one by one, into the sea, trying to
get them to shut up and give her
some peace. The animation here is
done with colored pencils and is
quite beautiful. A gem.
"Tightrope" (United States)
This film is a haunting look at
the confrontation between an
androgynous jester and a masked
man walking a tightrope in the
clouds. Before meeting his nemesis, the jester is content just balancing on the wire. This film,
which uses the computer anima-

tion technique from "Antz" and "A
Bug’s Life," is visually stunning,
with incredible use of color and
depth.
"The Blue Shoe" (United
States)
This is a wonderful fable about
a blue shoe looking for love. Along
comes a green boot, and although
it’s not love at first sight, a loving
relationship evolves. A nice
metaphorical look at how opposites attract, ’The Blue Shoe" is a
story about the power of love.
"Sienna" (Netherlands)
As a grossly drawn child
screams and fights with her teddy
bear and splatters black paint
everywhere, her mother arrives to
calm her down. This award-winner is crudely drawn and has a
unique look.
"The Queen’s Monastery"
(England)
In an epic look at the loss of a
loved one through the horrors of
war, a queen falls in love with an
acrobat. This film, which is quite
emotional, is rendered with water
color paints, which gives it a look
unlike any other short in the festival.
"Busby’ (Germany)
A tribute to the great American
dance-choreographer and film
director Busby Berkeley, this film
is a kaleidoscope of hands dancing
on the screen. The short features
a wonderfal singing performance
by Judy Garland.
"Billy’s Balloon" (United
States)
This short is hand drawn
with stick figures as the characters and is black and white,
except for the balloons, which are
brightly colored. Billy has trouble
controlling his balloon, which
seems bent on destroying him.
"Hum Drum" (England)
In this ingenious award-winning short, two shadows are confronted with extreme boredom. So
what do they decide to do to spice
up their boring day? Why a game
of shadow puppets, of course. This
film is laced with high doses of
British humor.
"Man With the Pendulous
Arms" (France)

This short, completely rendered in various shades of blacks
and whites, looks at a man with
tentacles as arms. He lives alone
atop a giant Gothic castle and creates the world in peaceful oblivion.
"The Art of Survival"
(United States)
A terrific computer-animated
short, "The Art of Survival" follows a chameleon lizard as he gets
lost in the city, changing colors
wherever he goes.
"Son of Bambi Meets
Godzilla" (United States)
This is an amusing sequel to
the 30-year-old classic "Bambi
Meets Godzilla." The sequel is
computer animated and full of
rich color, while the original was
hand drawn and in black and
white.
"VHE Carrhot" (Canada)
This is another computer-animated short, one of the festival’s
best. As an overworked avocado
sits down to watch X-rated videos
of carrots and other vegetables on
television, his wife the artichoke,
comes home and catches him in
this hilarious satire. Let’s just say
he gets in trouble when his wife
doesn’t find his actions funny.
"Romance of the Heart"
(France)
A slightly confusing look at a
woman looking through a book in
her flat, this film is interesting
mostly because of its handsketched look. The depth of the
picture in "Romance of the Heart"
is almost the equal of the computer-animated films in the collection.
"Bingo" (Canada)
"Bingo," also made on a computer, is a wild, nightmare of a
film in which clowns find themselves in a world that is not funny.
One of the festival’s best.
"Bunny" (United States)
The best film in this year’s festival and the winner of’ this year’s
Oscar for Best Animated Short,
the full-colored, computerized
"Bunny" is an ode to the mystery
of death. As an aging bunny agonizes over the death of her dear
husband, a hairy, flying insect
flies into her carrot cake batter. As
she ponders the meaning of the
mysterious creature, she puts the
batter into the oven and waits for
the calce to cook. As she goes to
pull the cake out of the oven, she
sees a magnificent blue light,
ascends into heaven and reunites
with her husband. "Bunny" is
among the best animated shorts
ever made and packs a spiritual,
emotional wallop.
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Courtesy of Blue Sky Studios
The computerized animation of "Bunny" was one of the highlights of
Spike and Mike’s -Classic Festival of Animation."

Devon Sawa
plays a teenage
slacker who
cannot control
his right hand.
So what’s new?
His hand kills
people against
his will that’s
what’s new.

Nk.
Idle Hands’ stalls
Courtesy of

Pktures

Columbia

tire of good marijuana cliches.
For those who enjoy the new
teen movies that are hitting the
theaters in abundance, "Idle
Hands" is another one to add to
the list.

By Cindy Arora
StedyWriter

In the movie "Idle Hands,"
Anton is a slacker.
Anton (Devon Sawa) hasn’t
been to school in fIlX months. He
carries an asthma inhaler on a
chain around his neck that is really just a decoy for the pot pipe
slipped into the container. He sits
at home smoking pot, watching
music videos and eating. He is
comfortable with his pot-smoking,
slacker routine until
one
Halloween night. It is a night
where his world is turned upside
down.
A diabolical killer is running
rampant around the town of
Bolan, in Northern California. A
murderer has already killed a
bowling barmaid and two twins
who work at a burger joint.
Anton has not heard of the
murders until his stoner buddies
Mick (Seth Green) and Pnub
(Elden Henson) tell him about the
villian while they reload their
bongs.
Anton shrugs off the murders
and the fact that he hasn’t seen
his parents in a couple of days. He
goes home the night before
Halloween and does what he

Movie Review
always does smoke pot.
That night Anton finds his parents dead, and with the help of his
friends, Mick and Pnub, he finds
out that he is the killer.
His hand is possessed by an
evil spirit that has a life of its
own. It begins to take over his life
and he has no control over it
Debi (Vivica A. Fox) the "handslayer" has been following this
evil spirit, which possesses hands,
and is heading towards the town
of Bolan to kill the evil spirit once
and for all
A true horror movie fan will
not be frightened by this movie
because the unrealistic storyline
makes this movie more comedic
than scary.
This movies is not bad it’s
just not good. There are a couple
of good lines in the movie that are
funny because of the absurdity of
the entire situation. Molly
(Jessica Alba), Antons love interest, makes for an interesting piece
of eye candy and one can never
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for those of you who thought otherwise,
size doesn’t matter...
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*Chris Cain
*Sugar Pie De Santo
ellusty Zinn Band
*Terry Hanck
& The Soulrockers

Note! New Location!
Saturday, May 8th
Noon - 7pm
7th & San Carlos St.
San lose State University

Note!
Please no alcohol, glass containers or BBQ fires.
New Rule!
Beer and Wine will be available at the concert.
Your Ice chests, soft drinks (no glass, please) and food are welcome
<t>r
IL

soundmatters
multimedia speakers and so much more.

www.soundmatters.com

A

San Jost State
uNivttsitv
madam
This program has been made possible, In part, through grants from the Arts Commission of San lose
the Arts Council, Silicon Valley, and by the Associated Students, SJSU.
This event is wheelchair accessible. If you will need assistance, please call 408.924.6262 soon
For more Information, call 408.924.6262 or try http.//as.nsu.edu/upcornino.html
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Youngsters play beyond years
By Melissa Matchak
StrilfW’riter

Making the transition from
high school to college is not easy.
It’s even more of a challenge
when the transition includes
playing college baseball.
Mike Rouse and Junior Ruiz
are both freshmen at San Jose
State University and are two of
the team’s top hitters. They were
both recruited from high school
and have had to adjust to playing
the faster-paced college game.
The jump from high school to
college baseball is a big one and
not easy, according to SJSU baseball coach Sam Piraro.
"The game is played more
quickly at our level. It’s been a
tremendous adjustment level for
them," Piraro said. ’They have
bei thrown right into the fire."
Piraro said for freshmen to
play shortstop and second base is
one of the most unique things in
college baseball. The positions
are two of the most important
positions on defense.
Both Rouse and Ruiz are also
two of the team’s top run producers. Rouse has started in every
game this season, and Ruiz has
started in all but one.
"I love both those guys.
They’ve done an outstanding job
for us," Piraro said. "They will be
outstanding players down the
line."
Piraro said he also saw Rouse
and Ruiz play on the same scout
baseball team, where they competed against junior colleges.
Ruiz said the team was an opportunity to get their names out to
colleges and professional baseball organizations. Both said they
got to know each other pretty
well through that team, and
Rouse said he knew Ruiz would
be on the Spartan team before he
came to SJSU.
Rouse, 18, is the shortstop for
the team, and, he said the game
is played faster and smarter than
in high school.
"In high school, the players
aren’t as experienced as they are
here. It’s a lot more competitive.
I’ve definitely benefited from
coming here," said Rouse, who
was recruited from Valley

Sean Penello/Spartan Daily

San Jose State University’s second baseman Junior Ruiz (right)
and shortstop Mike Rouse are both freshmen starters. Ruiz and

Rouse are the teams two top hitters with a .358 and .323 average,
respectively.

Christian High School in San
Jose and is hitting .323.
Ruiz, 18, is the second baseman for the team and agreed
with Rouse about the game being
tougher at SJSU.
"I always have to be on my
toes. There are better players,
hitters, pitchers and teams in college baseball," said Ruiz, who
was recruited from James Logan

Rouse said. "He and my mom
come to all the games they can
make it to."
Rouse’s dad played baseball in
high school and continued to play
until he was drafted into the
Vietnam War.
"He’s been around baseball his
whole life. He grew up with me
playing baseball with him since
he was about 18 months old "

High School in Union City and is
hitting .358.
Rouse said he has been playing baseball since he was 5 years
old. He started in a T-ball league
and moved on to Little League
until the sixth grade. He said his
dad started teaching him how to
play when he was 2 years old,
and is very supportive.
"My dad my 24 -hour coach,-

Defense fails Spartans in loss Spartani3horts
Tennis
In the first round of the
Western Athletic Conference
tournament, the Spartans lost 90 to San Diego State University
Wednesday.
The Spartans will play
Southern Methodist University
today.
Anna Nordell, playing in the

By Shane Levvis
Staff write.
For the Spartans, the nails
were driven into their coffin in
the second inning in Tuesday’s
game
against
Stanford
University.
Oddly, the San Jose State
University men’s baseball team
hammered those nails in themselves as they allowed the
Cardinal to score eight runs, six
unearned, resulting from two crucial infield errors.

said Rouse’s father, also Mike. "I
taught him hitting, catching and
running when he was still in
Pampers."
Also a young fan of baseball,
Ruiz said his dad taught him to
play baseball when he was 3
years old, and although he lives
in Florida, he is still supportive.
Ruiz said his mom and stepfather attend MaTIV of his games
No. 3 singles position, was the
only Spartan to win a set. She
lost 6-2, 5-7, 6-0. No other
Spartan was able to take more
than three games in any set or
five games in the match.
Football
San Jose State University and
the City of San Jose will pitch the
idea of the "Silicon Valley Bowl"
today to the NCAA Bowl
Committee.

"I played in T-ball and Little
League. Then, in high school I
started on the freshman team
and was on varsity as a sophomore," Ruiz said.
According to Rouse, Piraro has
given him confidence and the
team has helped him adjust.
"They’re always there if I don’t
get a hit or if I’m in a bad mood.
They pick me up and make me
realize it’s a long season," Rouse
said. "Coach Piraro lets me learn
from my mistakes instead of coming down on me."
Ruiz said his team members
have helped him by giving him
advice and said Piraro pushes
him so he doesn’t get lazy.
’When I make a mistake I ask
my teammates what I did," Ruiz
said. "Coach Piraro knows the
type of coaches I’ve had and he
expects more of me. That’s the
way all my coaches have
approached me."
A business major, Ruiz said he
wants to be an accountant like
his grandparents, who have
taught him a little about the profession.
"My goal is to play pro baseball. If I’m an accountant, I’ll be
able to manage my money well,"
said Ruiz, who has one of the
team’s top on base percentages.
Although he is undecided on
his major, Rouse said his ultimate goal is to play professional
baseball, too.
"I’ve had my ups and downs
this year. I still have a lot to
learn," Rouse said.
Piraro said he watched Rouse
play during his junior and senior
year of high school and said he
saw Rouse had the arm strength,
range and savvy to play the
shortstop position. He said in
recruiting players, he looks for
talent as well as a strong work
ethic and the ability to play when
the game is on the line.
Piraro said he saw Ruiz play
in high school as well, and liked
his enthusiasm for the game and
his ability to compete.
"Both Mike and Junior have
excellent talent, and (they) have
the chance to mature with the
program," Piraro said. "It’s very
difficult what they’re doing, and
they’ve both done very well."
ROOMMATE WANTED:
Meta lhead, not -so-neat, a
little short on funds, seeks
same. Former roommate
dumped me thanks to
SpringStreet, the personalized
online service that helps
you find and move into
your perfect place without
all the usual hassles. You
know, like cleaning.

www.springstreet.com
log on. Move in.
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Those eight
runs gave
Stanford, ranked sixth in the
nation, its 8-3 victory over the
Spartans in a non -conference
game that was played in cold
weather with a biting wind and
dark black clouds hanging in the
horizon behind Sunken Diamond
stadium.
"That was just a horrible
inning all around," said Brian
Greene, who pitched in the third
and fourth innings for the
Spartans. "If we look at it, the
Cardinal scored in one inning. We
pretty much screwed ourselves."
The problems in the second
inning began when SJSU pitcher
Mike Alciati hit Stanford right
fielder Joe Borchard with a pitch,
allowing him to take first. Alciati
then walked third baseman Josh
Hochgesang. Designated hitter
Nick Day followed with a single to
right field, loading the bases.
Then, the first crucial error of
the inning was made by second
baseman Junior Ruiz. He overthrew to first a ball relayed to
him from the outfield hit by left
fielder Craig Thompson. allowing
the Cardinal to score its first two
runs.
With two outs later in the
same inning, the Spartans might
have been able to contain the
Cardinal at just two runs, if not
for the second costly error by
third baseman Tony Tognetti. A
hit by center John Salter went
right through him, leaving a man
on second and third.

Accredited by the Committee of Bar
Examiners of the State Bar of California
Affordable tuition
May not need a degree for admission
Evening Program ideal for working adults
Comprehensive Legal Research and Writing Program
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Seall

enello/Spartan

San Jose State University’s Chris Key gave up five unearned runs
during Stanford University’s eight run second inning Tuesday in the
Spartans’ 8-3 loss.
"We weren’t able to close the
inning. We made a crucial error at
third base that extended the
inning," said SJSU Head Coach
Sam Piraro.
Instead, the Cardinal took
advantage of the situation and hit
three doubles and a single to gain
six more runs, leaving the
Spartans at an 8-0 deficit.
"We broke down defensively.
All it takes is one bad inning,"
Piraro said.
Starting pitcher for the
Spartans Tim Adinolfi summed
up the whole inning simply.
"We broke down in the second
inning," Adinolfi said.
In the fifth inning, SJSU
attempted to make a comeback
when right fielder Todd Duncan
hit a single to left field, knocking
in two RBIs on top of a run gained
when left fielder Rob Douglass
drew a kises loaded walk.
The game. now at 8-3, could
have been different, Piraro said. if
not for what happened in the second inning.
"If we had closed that inning,
we probably would’ve won the

game," Piraro said.
With the exception of the second inning, Piraro’s game of
musical pitchers against Stanford
kept them scoreless for most of
the game.
By utilizing seven pitchers in
the game, Piraro did not allow the
Cardinal to get settled on one
pitcher.
"It gives them a different look
each inning. They can’t sit on one
pitcher," Greene said.
There were several times when
the Spartans defense was evident
when Nick Day was tagged out at
home plate to close out the fifth
inning.
On another occasion. Stanford
center fielder Billy Jacobson was
thrown out as he attempted to
steal second base, closing out the
sixth inning.
Greene noted how important it
is to keep the defense like that up
throughout the whole game.
"In order for us to win, we need
to play defer se," Greene said.
The Spartans will next play
Air Force at 3 p.m. Friday in
Colorado Springs.

(408) 434-0727
411111140-4101140 MAW
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We’ve
Been
Named
One of the
Top 10
Companies...
to work for and we
want you to join us!

MAAGEMENT litAINEFS BAY AREA LOCA1TONS
This is an entry level position assisting in all operational
functions such as processing customer transactions, developing
a client base and conducting all other daily operational
activities. Our program provides trainees with the tools and
skills to rapidly advance to the next level. Candidates should
possess a high energy level, some customer service experience,
a willingness to leam business from the ground up, and
maintain a flexible attitude toward working and training. We
require a 4 year degree or relevant experience, a clean DMV
record, a valid California driver’s license, and strong
communication skills.

In exchange, we offer:
Entry level pay plus an incentive plan
Promotional opportunities
Expansive benefit package
4Clik & pension plan after lyear of service

Please send your resume to:
The Hertz Corporation
job CSUSJ99
P.O. Box 759, Millbrae, CA 94030
or FAX (650)-259-2910
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Spartoons
MIXED MEDIA

BY

JACK OHMAN &

SCOTT

WILLkS

REALITY CHECK
BY

DAVE WHAMOND

PilN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
rnakes no claim for products or
services advertised beiow nor Is
there any guarantee Sniffled The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

FAX: 408-924-3282

NURSES CNA’s $10.5081A
1VN’s/RNS $18.50 to 832.00
Benefits 408-283-9144
Power Per
I, Inc.
GRAPHIC ARTIST WANTED for
summer pisition, 4 days a week.
Pick up application Student Union
Admin. office 3rd floor. 924-6310.

EMPLOYMENT

SUMMER NANNY NEEDED
Responsible person with transportation needed for 3 school-age
children in our Los Gatos home,
ffeeklaYs. DaYS/Hours somewhat
flexible. $10/hour. Call Jackey
408.937-0510 (days)
ADMIN -SHIPPING/RECEIVING.
408-395-5650 (eves) .
Promotional products co in Campbell
needs reliable people for summer LEADERS/TEACHERS/AIDES
employment to work in administra- Los Gatos-Saratoga Recreatbn
tion & shipping/receiving. One full- Summer Day Camp F/T
time position and one part-time Summer Aquatics F/T or P/T
position available. $9.00 to $10.50 School Yr. Elem. Day Care P/T
Per hour. Fax resume to 408- DAY CAMP: Begins 6/14 and
f466-0749 or call 408-866-7000. finishes the week of 8/16. Camps
are KU. 7:30am-6pm. K thru
SUMMER CAMP POWTONS: One 5th grade. No ECE units req.
hour Northwest of Lake Tahoe. Range: $5.78-$15.35 per hr.
Counselors, lifegurards. canoe Looking for F/T, exp. staff who
instructor. environmental educa- can work the majority of the
tion director, health supervisor, summer weeks. Janet Sumpter, at
business manager backpacking (408)354-8700 x223.
director & more. Expenence work- SCHOOL YEAR: Bementary Sch.
ing with girls necessary. Room Age Recreation prog., P/T from
and Board plus salary and more. 2-6pm, M-F, No ECE units req.
Contact Sarah Fluetsch at 702- Some P/T positions in the
322-0642 or sfluetschOsngsc.org AM from approx. 7 - 11:30am.
for information and an application. No ECE units req. Range:
$5.78411.80 per hr. Call Janet
TUTORS NEEDED
Sumpter. (408)354-8700 x223.
Peer advisor temp. $8-$10/hr
Must be a college student STUDENT JOBS, Paid Internships
with a background in Math, or Finanacial Aid at nationwide
Science and English. Bi-lingual company. Part-time or full-time.
skills preferred. For more info, Kristie 360-1370.
call 408-273-2677.
DO YOU ENJOY WORKING WITH
MOTHER’S HELPER WANTED 15- CHILDREN? Small World Schools
20 Histrax Person to help mother of is hiring Teachers, Aides 8, Subs
newborn ryrins & 4 yr old with child for their school -age child care
care in my Almaden home. %weal centers in San Jose. ECE. CD.
HH chores (fold clothes/empty Psych. Soc. or Rec units required.
dishwasher). Mostly help mom We offer competitive pay, excellent
wrth kids while she’s home. Expo training. and a great work enwon
rience with babies/kids and/or ment. If you are interested call
Education student preferred. Refs (408) 2819200 ext. 21.
and background check required.
Call Marianne at 408-927-5033.
DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED
Eam $250 every weekend.
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE is Must have reliade truck& insurance
408292-7876
looking for parttime employees as
package handlers, communication
interns, downtown air walkers, THE SOUTHWEST YMCA is hinng
revenue auditors and full-time Preschool & School Age Teachers
marketing and sales associates. to work in Saratoga, Los Gatos.
To apply, simply come to one of Campbell and San Jose areas.
the UPS Open House weekly Flexible PT/FT availability with
events: in San Jose on Tuesdays excellent benefits and quality
at 6:30AM at 1999 So. 7th St San training opportunities. Energetic
Jose or in Sunnyvale on Mondays staff team and fun kids! Call Tina
& Tuesdays at 6:30 AM or PM & (0 370-1877 x 29.
on Thursdays at 6:30 PM at 1245
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Hammenvood Ct. Sunnyvale. For
Parttime, Flexible Hours.
marveting & sales positions please
Great for Students!
fax your resume: 408.744-7937
Serving Downtown Sanlose.
Inner City Express.
LOOKING FOR TUTORS to work
with special needs children. 22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.
AM & PM shifts available.
Training Provided. Driving
JOB OPPORTUNITIESM
required. $12 per hour. Call Lisa BALANCE ’Your Staffing Solution"
0 408-937-9580.
2355 De La OW Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
TEL: 408-980-9000
FRENCH, SPANISH Mal/Min
FAX: 408-980-9950
OR if 1st Aid/CPR. OR Lifeguard.
%NAV batancestaff.com
Summer Lang Camp seeks staff.
Napa Cnty Mae of Ed. 707-253-3560 Positions Available: Warehouse.
Clencal, Administrative Assistant.
briandtsnapanetnet
Manufactunng. Customer Service
DRAFTING/ACAD Operator.
$1500 WEEKLY POTDMAL
Design Co San Jose needs CAD
mailing our circulars. Free
operators to work San Francisco /
San .lose, PC expertise, full-time. information. Call 202-452-5901.
Candidates two years expenence.
EARN EXTRA CASH $
Autocad 14 architectural, mechanUp to $600/month
ical, electrical for building, Call
Become a Sperrn Donor
408-995-6681. Fax resume 408Healthy males. 19-40 years old
995-6685. Immediate openings.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
SALES TRAINEE
650-324-1900, M-F. 8-4:30
Do you want salary comm.
great benefits? Use your
Sales/Marketing degree to be
trained in the lucrative field
of technical recruiting. Work
with high profile companies
in the fast paced world of
Headhunting.
Call Immediately.
IPI
40S-436-114S

DELIVERY DRIVERS NEEDED
Earn $12-$16/hour, part time.
Need car. ins, G.D.L. Call Rick
408-448-3722. Domino’s Pizza.

RECEPTIONIST: Part-Time. Week AFTER SCHOOL CHILD CARE
end Moroings, 8-12. Summer needed. Loving family is looiOng for
hours 16 M-F. $6/hr. G13614182. someone to spend the afternoon
with children ages 7 & 10. Some
TEUEMARKETING SUPERVISOR tutoring may be required. Car
Needed to motivate. recruit, tran and necessay. Alum Rock area. M & W
supshise a team of telemaricters and 2-6pm. Call 2591139 eveNngs.
office staff in our downtown San Jose
location. Must be available to work VALETPARKERS - Valets needed
dais, erenrgs. and a yeekerds. Must for P/T eves & weekends. Fun,
ham basic PC knowiedge and enjoy flexible job during school. Park
worlung with people. We MI train you. cars for weddings. parties and
Great growth potential and benefits special events in the Los Gatos
package. We are a 24 year old area. Must be outgoing, friendly.
company promoting the Bay Area ’s and neat in appearance. No
best nevspapers. Reese fax resume previous expenence nec. Must be
and cover letter to 510-505-3191 or able to drive a 5 sp and have a
email buttarailtemecom. Questicns? valid CDL and your own transp.
Cal 5106051500, ask for B:rnie.
Eam up to $12.00/hr with Tips
Call Michael 0 Golden Gate Valet
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
(SOO) 825-3871
Full or Part Time /
Train
Call 363-4182
TELEMARKETING
Part/Full-Time. Day, Eve, and
SPRING AND SUMMER JOBS! Wknd shifts aiciable. 5421*o:sett
The Princeton Review is hiring
newspaper subcnpti on s
bright. dyanamic people to
Salary PIUS bonus.
teach Spring and Summer SAT
NEW locaticit 31 N 2nd St. #270
408/4940200 Veda Prenxilizins.
preparation courses. Part-time.
Call or come in TODAY!
Starting pay $16 hourly. Call
after 3pm 1-800-2-REVIEW.
For Part-Tlme and
Full -Time Positions, call
BULLDOG GOLF CO. is hiring
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
sales representatives for our
Fast placement. no fees
office located adjacent to SJSU.
No experience needed. We will Office jobs in local companies
train. Minimum of $10 per hour
Students/grads/career change
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
to $20 per hour + bonuses 4
Phone: (650) 325-1133
incentives. Fun environment.
Fax: (650) 325-3639
408-971-1645
www.hallmarkpersonnetcom
THE OLD SPAHETTI FACTORY
Now hinng for part time positions. NO BOSS! WORK FROM HOME
Health. Fitness. Nutntion.
We offer:
$500 $3.000/mo.
Flexible schedules.day Of evening.
Pfi or F/T
a great environment with
No expenence necessary!
excellent benefits.
(888) 590-7642 or
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
1408)879-8342.
We hae at own training program!!
We are looking for neat. bright. &
erergelic pea* n the taming arras: DIRECTORS, TEACHERS, AIDES
Focx1 Server (21 or older pease). Thinking about a career working
Flostess. Busser, & Krtchen Help. withchildren? The YMCA of Santa
Apply in person
Clara Valley Is now hiring for
preschool & school-age childcare
2pm to 4pm, Mon. thru Fn.
centers in San Jose, Cupertino .
51N. San Pedro. San Jose.
Santa Clara, Los Gatos,
Saratoga. Campbell. Evergreen,
TEACHERS WANTED
Milpitas. Full & part-time avail-KIDZ KLUB"
able. Hours flexible around
the On-Site Child
school .Fun staff teams, great
Care Center of the
experience in working with
DANIELSSON CHANG
children, career advancement.
LAW OFFICES.
and good training opportunities.
has openings for
Teachers require minimum 6
P/T and F/T teachers.
The center provides full time
units in ECE, ecucat ion, recre
care for law office staff
ation, psychology. sociology,
physical education and/or other
children and drop-in care for
chikfren of clients while
related fields. Please call Beth
office.
they are visiting our
Profio at 408-291-8894 for more
information and locations.
NO D(PERIENCE NECESSARY
- just energy creativity. and a
LOVE OF CHILDREN!
ACUFACTS SECURITY
CALL (408) 364-0345
GREAT 1013 FOR STUDENTS!
Full & parttime positions available
Paid training
UFEGUARD/SWIM INSTRUCTOR
Ceara YMCA s now hung tr summer
Excellent benefits
and orrneiate errciwnent. helm
No experience necessary
Apiary in person at
aid ouldoor pools. Parttime to
555 0 Meridian Ave. San Jose.
40 hs/vierelL Fut envirorrnent
r34
Or
call
Laune
at 408-286 5880
Rad* scheck.k. a#29E11717
fa rare infarnalica
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 2132. Healthy.
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
Responsible. All Nationalities.
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and
Reschool Terachers and Aides. F/T &
Grve the Gift of LTIre!!,
P/T posrtions available. Substitute $3.500 stipend & expenses paid.
lite especially need
positions are also available that
Japanese and Chinese Donors
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
PLEASE CALL US AT WWFC
not required for Aide positions.
(SOO) 314-9996
Excellent oppportunity for Child
Development majors. Please call
DEUJXE DRIVING SCHOOL
is hiring behind the wheel &
Cathy for an intenew at 244-1968
classroom instructors. Part time
or fax resume to 248-7350
now eating to full time summer
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
good pai. No Experience
required. We will train you. HO
to get SS PAID SS to lose up
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days.
school grads. 0.er 18. good health
Natural. Guaranteed.
& no cnminal record. 999 W San
Cal 1888) 2404718.
Carlos St. 408-971-7557
www.deluxedriving.com

CHILD DEVB.OPMENT INC.
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
WORD PROCESSING
utters posihons for
K-8 school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare. PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Directors Assistant Directors
Theses. Term Papers. Resumes.
Teachers Teacher Aides
P/T in the afternoon. No ECE units
FT & PT opportunities available
required. Previous experience with Group Projects, etc. All formats.
working with infant/toddler,
specializing APA. Micro/mini
children preferred. Please call
tape transcription. Fax Expenenoed.
preschool & school age children.
244-1968 x 16
dependable. quick retum.
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
Call Linda 408-264-4504
salary. excellent benefits package
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
Ambitious & energetic people
to FT & PT employees and an
ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
enriching work environment. For
needed. FT/PT. Earn $8$15 per
Term papers. thesis. resumes.
hour (average). Flexible, will WO,*
positions avail at our centers in’
around your school schedule.
group projects,etc. Typewriter
San Jose, Swinyvale. Los Akos,
for your applications fcr mad/law
Lots of fun and eam good money.
Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
schca etc Tape transcnotion.
Call (408)867-7275. leave
Morgan Hill 8 Redwood CIty
Fax Machine Notary Public.
voicemail or email us at
cal (408) 3719900 a
Call Anna at 972-4992.
www.connthianparking.com .
fak resumes to (408) 371-7685
Leave name and number where
e-mal: janderson@cdcdc.org
you can be contacted.
For more info about CDI/CDC &
qualifications. call our 24 Hour
TIgORMM
lobline 1-888-9-CDICDC. EOE CREDIT UNION ASSISTANTS Job
Code 35SPD. Full-Time. No Week- MATH TUTOR- Retired Engineer/
Math minor. Expenenced Elem,
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
ends. No Sales Quotas. Minimum
H.S. and College algebra.
$11.50/hr to start. Provide memEd & Regular class.
ber and teller services. Requires
geometry, trig tutor including
S8.52-812.10 hour.
Call
HS
Diploma
Dist.
or
School
CBEST.
GED and SAT preparation.
equivalent.
1
yr
Saratoga
Back to basics. Call N at
867-3424x200 for application & teller experience, good communiinformation. Immediate Need
&
PC
skills.
We
offer
gener408.5784568.
cation
ous compensation and benefits
including medical, dental, vision, BI-UNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
SECURITY
Math: Algebra Geometry
Abcom Pnvate Security
special employee loans and
Statistics Tng Calculus
We will train you.
opportunities for tuition assisPhysics: Mechanics Electric
Student Friendly.
tance. Qualified candidates should
FT, PT, Wkdys & Wknds.
fax or send resume to 408-756- SAT- GED - CBEST - ESL TOEFL
Computer: Vis.Basic. Vis.C44
NI shifts. Flexible Schedule.
2565, STAR ONE FCU, HR Dept.
Spanish: All levels
408.2474827
P.O. Box 3643, Sunnyvale. CA
Call: Michael 408-2987576
94088-3643. Please Include job
Email: tutor907630aol.corn
code.
TEACHER OPPORTUNITIES
High quality licensed childcare
centers for 2-12 year olds.
Recreation enrichment cumculum.
SERVICES
OPPORTUNMES
Flexible PT/FT positions
WRITING HOP:
SAVE 10% ON GASOUNE
Days. Eve. Weekends
Highest quality writing, editing.
at any station.
Team Environment
ghostwriting Essays, application
Call (800)649-5645
Min 6 ECE required
statements, reports, etc.
Earn while you learn Please call Dave 8olick,M.A. at
In house training
(510)601-9554 or
Benefits Available
ANNOUNCEMENTS
email bolIckflibest.com
Grovang throughout the Bay Area.
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
FREE CHECKING FOR 125 YRS
KidsPark. 2607929. Fax 2607366
FREE writing tips now available at
BANK OF THE WEST
tawicacadeinicwrfting,corn
No Monthly Service Charge.
GROOMER’S ASST/XENNEL HELP
needed for smaii, exclusive Expires 4 30-99. 947.5005
50 W. San Fernando St.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
shop and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat.
Only $57.00 per year.
Must bereliable, honest. able to
Save 3096 6096
PULITZER PRIZE WINNING
do physical work. Exp. working
on your dental needs.
NEWSPAPER:
Get
the
latest
but
will
train.
w/dogs preferred,
For info call 1.800-655-3225.
Kosovo coverage FREE from
Great opprty for dog lover! $6.50 hr.
the world renown
Can FAX resume to 408/377-0109
www.csmonitor.com
or Call 371-9115.
DISCRETE TRIAL THERAPISTS S12
doe. No exp req’d, music a plus.
408-946-8211. eve & weekends.
SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time
(20 hr/wk) positions available
with youth serving agency.
Opportunities include program
delivery, community organizing,
and administrative support.
Salary $10 to $11.50 an hour.
Resume and cover letter to
Dept. MM. Girl Scouts of Santa
Clara County, 1310 S. Bascom
Ave.. San Jose.95128 or Fax
1408) 287-8025AA/E0E.

MMU

ACROSS

EUROPE $239 o/w
ANYTIME IN 1999
Hawaii $119,
Carib/Mexico $189 r/t
Discount Fares Waldwide
415834-9192
www.airhitch.org
(taxes additional)

ACCOUNTING CLERK Needed
Excellent math. people, logic.
phone & organizational skills are a
must. Basic computer skills will
be required. This is a part time
position. Mandatory hours are
INSURANCE
9:30 - 2pm (20 hrs/wk) Monday
through Fnday. Fax resume with BEST RA7ES on AUTO PISURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
salary Nstory to 408/554-9598.
No Driver Refused
4x4’s
HIGH TECH COMPANY!
Accidents
Start your career in one
Cancelled
of the hottest tech
Tickets
companies in the world.
D.U.I.
We are looking for motivated
S.R. Filing
individuals with a technical
GOOd Student Discount
background (IS or Computers)
Call us now
Travel opportunities and
408-244-9100
sponsorship available.
Sam - flpm Mon. -Sat.
Full / Parttime.
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
Fax your resume to:
(408) 360-1703 or emall:
trainingEttoptiersw.com

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, induding letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

GREAT WEEKEND .1013 $10/NR.
Need Enthusiasm to hold sign
to direct buyers to new homes.
Need transp. 1-800-343-8368
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One
Days
Day
$7
$5
$8
$6
4 Inas
$7
$9
5 linss
$10
8 lines
$8
$1 for each addrtional line.

3 ens

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional information
Class/fled readers shoukl be
reminded that, when maldng
these further contacts. they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
in addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
arcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise

11
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

Three
Days
$9
$10
$1 1
$12

Four
Days
$11
S12
S13
S14

After the fifth day. rate increases by $1 per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for S3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines. $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-191ines. $110

Five Address
Days
$13 cry& stew
$14
Phone
$15
$16
Send check or money order lo
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Sen Joee State Unrversity
San Jcse, CA 95192-0149

Please check
one classifi cation:
ro oar

Classrfied desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209.
el Deadline. 10:00 r11 two weekdays before publication.
IN NI ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publcations dates only
MI QUESTIONS? CALL (406)9244277

RENAT 1,11211$1ta
UNIQUE 1 BORM for clean, quiet
sober. financially responsible,
mature, long term person. 551.
553 So. 6th St. 408-7461900
4382921890 Anthony. $875 8, up.
2 BIWA APARTMENT $975/mo
Security Type Building
Secure Parking
Close to Campus
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
(408) 295-6893
SPACIOUS 18 2 BDRM APTS.
Live in luxury and walk to school!
We offer a pool. spa, suana.
full gym, on-site management. all
apPiances included,central A/C.
Stop by today for a tour.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLANNADE
201 So 4th St. (408) 279-3639.

AUTOS FOR SALE
90 HONDA Civic. HB. 5 Spd. AC,
123k mi, 35-40MPG, flee oat rad(
&alarm. $3800/obo. 225-62130.

COMPUTERS E_ILC_
MAC PERFORMA 636CD
$450/obo. 500MB HD, trackbll.
modem & extras. 831/336-5039
or hn2mstlyahoo.com.
SOO OF THE GREATEST Fun and
Educational Computer games on
1 CD for $49.95. (408)380.3027.

IT’S ABOUT HAPPINESS
It’s about freedom. It’s about you!
"WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY’?" Find
out for yourself. Onler ’WHAT IS
SCIENTOLOGY?" And get your
FREE personality test. Call Ilene at
the Church of Scientology.
1-800-2986463.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES cALL 408-924-3277

CONSTRUCTION
f4ow Hinng for Construction Jobs.
Summer Work Avail. No Eaf) Nec.
Steady work w/flexible time off.
Valid DL required. For app. call:
408/969 0606

SHARED HOUSING
ROOIAS AVAILABLE on ke San Jose
State University Club. Located
conveniently close to campus on
the corner of 8th & San Salvador.
Quiet, comfortable residence for
faculty. staff or visiting scholars.
rail 2931735.

_Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
- Events’
_Amouncernents’
_Lost and Found_Volunteers’
_For Sale’
_Autos For Sale’
_Computers Etc
_Wanted’
Employment
Opportunles

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty’
Sports/Dint’
Insurance
Entertainment*
Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
Scholarshrps

Special student rates available for these classifications. 55.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost E. Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

Singing group
Society gal
Snow crystal
Part of a pound
Battery size
Allude (to)
Kind of muffin
Pointed arch
- -relief
Artist’s plaster
TV’s Sevareid
Sailors: slang
Close relative
Contuse
Make
corrections in
33 Not liable
34 Some football
players
37 Clothing
38 Assist
39 Hotel worker
41 Lyncal
44 "Melrose Place"
role
46 Pitchers
47 Plundered
48 Hall-of-Famer
Reese
51 - National
Park, Utah
52 Wheel pal
53 Stray calf
56 Type of scene
59 African nver
61 Copy
64 Skate
65 Jungfrau, e
66 Delhi garments
67 Good judgment
68 Secret agent
69 Romantic
appointment

1
6
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
24
26
28
31

DOWN

1 Baseball’s Ty
2 Island dance

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

GOMM @IMOU MOON
IMMO @MOM MOB
MOO COMO@ OEM@
@QUORUM@ M@MODO
@COO MOM
OUUMO MIMMOOOMW
UMW@ MOO
=WOO
MOM@ MOO@ @MO
MOM@
OOM @IMO
MUUMOMMWO OMNI@
00MW WORM
MUMMA@ OBRIMMOMM
MOON MOM ODOM
BMW ROOM OMOW
WOW@ OMMMU MOO
e 1998 Untied Feature Syndcate

3 Burden
4Typeofcube
5 Yank’s foe
6 Challenges
7 Com portions
8 Water bodies
9 To and 10 Sleight of hand
11 In flames
12 Actor Costner
13 Construct
18 Heron
22 Candid
24 Wind-dnven
debris in
westems
25 Serpent
27 Crawling insect
28 Implore
29 Test
30 Pierre’s mother
31 Heroic tales
32 Type of pie?
35 South Alncar
monetary unit

36
38
40
42
43
44
45
48
49
50
51
54
55
56
57
58
60
62
63

Flank
Ambiance
Pop
Be in debt
Act
Historian
Durant
Chairman TwiNes
Napeon’s
punishment
Basketball star
Baylor
Full of energy
Harem rooms
Swallow rapidly
Poppins of
fiction
Elevator guy
Most excellent
Female
sandpiper
Ending for
"sociar
Auto

Mini MEM IMMO
MEM= MEM MEM
MMEMMUMMII UM.
MEM IMMO
MOM
MIME=
MEM
dams= MEM
UMMEMM MOMEMdd
MEM
WOE
MUM
HOMMEM
MIME MIME
MINIM
&MUM
dild
Mil= MU=
IIMMEd MENOMINEE
MEM dMII
MEMO MI ABM
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Caret:
Continued from page 1
others were taken from the build.
ings in which they were placed.
That presents problems for students who specifically request the
furniture from the center and
don’t find it in class. Marota asked
Caret to consider purchasing one
such chair and a table for each
classroom to solve this problem.
Classrooms typically contain
chairs with desktops attached.
The issue of accessibility car-

ries over into the classroom,
where accommodating students
with disabilities often means
more than providing furniture
and doors for them. Some such
as blind students need apecial
accommodations for test taking,
such as a scribe to write the test
and a volunteer to read it.
The group visited room 239 of
the Industrial Studies building,
where the Disability Resource
Center provides this service to
students registered with it. The
center asks instructors to make
accommodations for students who
need them.. If they can’t, Marota

said, the center administers
exams in the room with the
instructor’s permission.
Marota showed Caret areas
sectioned off within the room that
included computers with screen
enlarger software, desktops that
change height and slanted tables
to prevent carpal tunnel syndrome. All work stations in the
room included ergonomic chairs.
The room the only one of its
type at SJSU
was opened this
semester after being remodeled
with the accommodations.
Some campus departments
have been more receptive than

others to accommodating students. Marota said one of these
was the biology department,
which contacted the center and
asked how it could aid students
with disabilities.
One way, as the group saw, was
modifying a laboratory work station last summer something
paid for completely by the department.
In room 440 of Duncan Hall,
the group crowded around the station, where handles on a lab sink
were moved forward and an eye
wash station was lowered.
"Students couldn’t use a wet
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lab like this before," Schulter said,
explaining the center worked with
contractors to make the changes.
Moving between buildings, a
few of the interns took turns
maneuvering in a wheelchair. The
students admitted it was harder
than it looked.
"The ramps were kind of intimidating," said senior Jason
Restivo, who struggled to control
t.he chair as he moved uphill. "I
looked at it (the ramp) and didn’t
know if I would make it."
Restivo found moving in the
opposite direction a bit more difficult.

"Coming down, you’ve got to
hold the wheels," he said.
Restivo said moving wasn’t the
hardest part he struggled more
with turning the chair in small
spaces, waiting for an elevator big
enough to accommodate the chair
and the feeling he experienced of
inconveniencing other people.
Porrata said in the process of
learning about accessibility, she
has redefined it.
"I always thought of accessibility as getting in and out of the
lab," she said. "I never thought of
it as being in the lab and being
unable to use the equipment."

Hunger.

Gas Out: Boycott

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1

Sabahete Hodzik, an ethnic
Albanian and a senior majoring in
political science at SJSU, donated
iie money Tuesday at the table.
S’, said she donated because she
h.. ffunily in the region. She also
said she would have donated if it
were for a crisis elsewhere in the
world.
"Macedonians have barely any
food or clothes for themselves, and
they are openink up their hearts
and homes to these refugees ... We
have an obligation to donate,"
Hodzik said.
World Vision, headquartered
in Federal Way, Wash. has been
active in distributing food, blankets, hygiene supplies, diapers
and milk in the areas of Albania
and Montenegro.
SJSU is the first California
campus to join World Vision in its
Kosovo relief effort, said Cathy
MacCaul, a public relations officer
Sugano/Spartan Daily
for World Vision.
MacCaul said 82 percent of all Phyllis Karsten, a volunteer for English conversa- Travis Woodmansee Monday. Karsten is donating
donations
the
organization
received will go t,o the relief effort tion with intemational students, talks about the crisis money at one of the tables in front of Student Union
in Kosovo, while the rest will in Kosovo with San Jose State University student Amphitheater for the refugees of Yugoslavia.
cover fund raising and adminisThe hunger awareness week
trative costs. The types of food walking through the Student responsible for the atrocities in
they have distributed depend Union distributing information Kosovo aren’t true Christians, will wrap up Friday at noon with
a prayer for people who are starvupon the needs and desires of the about world hunger and making Zacapa said.
"A Christian is a follower of ing both physically and spiriturefugees, MacCaul said. The orga- students aware of their table.
throughout the world,
ally
who
imitates
nization distributes food in "fami- World Vision’s goal is to raise $2 Christ and someone
ly packs," which include items million for the relief effort in him." said Zacapa. "If you really Zacapa said.
People who wish to help with
believe that your religion is the
such as canned meat, pasta. Kosovo.
Zacapa denounces the atroci- faith, you shouldn’t need war to the relief effort can call World
flower, paprika, salt and baby.
1-800-340-2214.
Vision at
ties Serbian leader Slobodan prove it."
food, MacCaul said.
MacCaul said World Vision Donations can also be made to the
Monday, the SJSU volunteers Milosevic and his supporters
collected $75, said Eddie Zacapa, have inflicted upon ethnic would be involved in future efforts American Red Cross at 1 -800a volunteer for the Campus Albanians, and said he supports to settle refugees in either Kosovo HELP-NOW and over the
Internet at www.redcross.org
Crusade for Christ, who has been the bombing of Serbia. The people 4.r .ilbania when the war ends.

the individual owner," Bartnek
said.
Bartnek said this protest is a
joke, and it won’t work for something the community has to have
everyday.
"If (people) want to protest
stop driving. Take public transportation. You need to get a lot of
people for an extended period of
time," Bartnek said.
SJSU economics professor
Roger Folsom said the gas station
industry has never been a high
profit industry. He said it makes
more profit off selling a bag of
chips and soda than the gas.
"The effects of the gas out will
be trivial. Lines will just be longer
the day before or the day after,"
F’olsom said.
Folsom said the boycott would
have to go on long enough for the
main companies to have a surplus
and no place to store it. The likelihood of that happening is slim,
especially being in a commuter
community.
"When their (refineries) problems go away, the prices will come
down," Folsom said.
He also said the summer driving season always demands
higher prices, so the prices won’t
be as low as in January, but he
predicted they’ll get as low as
they were last summer.
Folsom explained the process
before gas actually reaches the
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consumer. He said first, a country
such as Saudi Arabia would sell
the crude oil by the barrel for
profit to big corporations, such as
Shell or Chevron. The American
corporation would then refine it
into fuel and sell to individual gas
again for a profit.
stations
When it gets to the local corner
station, federal, state, local and
sales tax are all added to a profit.
The customer then pays the
inflated price.
Bartnek said the station
makes about a 10 cent per gallon
gross profit. After employee
salaries, electricity bills and other
maintenance, the owner would be
lucky to make a one cent per gallon profit.
Erin Takagishi, a psychology
major, said she will participate in
the boycott even though she doesn’t think it will impact the gas
companies economically.
"It’ll make a social statement.
It will be a great example of cohesiveness of human will, but it
would be more effective to pick a
particular company (to boycott):
Takagishi said.
Bartnek suggested people be
more focused on their boycotts
and fight for a cheaper, cleaner
burning fuel, such as corn alcohol.
He said race cars currently use
alcohol fuel.
"Fight for a cheaper form of
gas, like, methanol, if you want to
fight for something," Bartnek
said.

Take
Summer
or Fall ’99
Online
Classes
at Regular
Fees!
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